Report for America is accepting applications for journalists to become corps members.

For a list of participating newsrooms, click here.

The deadline to apply is Jan. 31, 2021. Corps members will be selected for more than 300 spots.

Donut will randomly pair up employees for a chat. Companies have also used it to set up a Slack channel. The program aims to help facilitate chance meetings between employees, as if coffee lottery with the CEO.

Seeing as newsrooms will continue to work remotely into 2021, consider adding Donut to your reality.

It's like meeting at the coffee station, but on Slack

We see the numbers rise from COVID-19.

We're Engaged!

Remember: Community engagement is a process that grows stronger with practice.

Because then you've created an ecosystem where you're learning about a community, individually be powerful and effective. Trust grows when you employ all the strategies organization.

This type of engagement is

programming note

You can also share a special project you recently published. You can also feature a reporter with an "Ask Me Anything" prompt. The key community

Think of a high-interest topic in your

It's a great way to engage on a platform

here.

Here are two recent stories:

Kho COVID-19 Nih Lungrawh Zawtnak le Lungretheihnak hi Tukum Khuasik ah a Zual Ter

Library hmun tampi ahcun sichunh (flu shot) chunh a ngah cang

Also of note: this story was done in partnership with the Indianapolis Recorder!

Happy new year!

WTF follows up with reader on hunger online

an article about a food program in Atlanta that helps feed hungry children

After it's over, you can save the Live video and share it as an Instagram post, too!

Give it a few days for questions to come in and then schedule an Instagram Live to answer the questions (the app will automatically show you the questions sent in).

You can also post the question with a photo of the person who will answer the questions. Published. You can also feature a reporter with an "Ask Me Anything" prompt. The key

side on how to do this, which starts with

It's a great way to engage on a platform

Here’s an engagement tactic to try in
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